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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New.
Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****. Is contemporary consumer
society fostering a branded culture at risk of psychosis? Is our imagination being slowly colonized
by the plethora of off-the-shelf fantasies promoted by mass and social media? How can we build
resilience in the face of this seduction and avoid turning into personal brands ourselves? These are
some of the questions author, psychoanalyst-in-training, and former brand director Max Jakob
Lusensky explores in this collection of essays. Lusensky playfully de: brands consumer icons Apple
and Starbucks while advocating for the withdrawal of psychic projections from brands shiny
surfaces. Lusensky s work updates and extends Jung s basic insight that many things in
contemporary life of which we might be ambivalent draw on the deepest and most authentic
collective psychological dynamics. What Jung did when he understood the spiritual and soulful
aspects of being involved with alcohol, Lusensky does in connection with our involvement with the
big brand names and products of our time. Crucially, he writes from inside the problematic, as a
former creator and user of these God-given modern phenomena. He is not disengaged or
supercilious...
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ReviewsReviews

This book is definitely worth acquiring. I have go through and so i am certain that i will likely to read through again again in the future. Its been printed in
an exceptionally basic way in fact it is only after i finished reading this publication in which actually altered me, change the way in my opinion.
-- Andres Bashirian-- Andres Bashirian

Comprehensive guide for publication fanatics. This really is for all who statte there had not been a well worth reading through. I discovered this ebook
from my dad and i encouraged this book to find out.
-- Lacy Goldner-- Lacy Goldner
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